
THE LUNAR PATH CHANNELING INSTRUCTION
SPIRIT DOULA RETREAT

NORWAY



Initiation in the sublime Art of listening to the voice of the Soul. Oriented to Doulas,

Midwives, perinatal companions, matrons, obstetricians and all women who feel the call to

accompany the cycles of Motherhood, acting as a channel of communication between

worlds, assuming the role of guardian of the truths of the spiritual dimension, serving in

the birth of the daughters and sons of the Earth.

To accompany from the spiritual world
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TO CONCEIVE, GESTATE, GIVE BIRTH AND NOURISH



In your hands 
An effective method that allows you to learn to carry out therapeutic channeling sessions around

Motherhood from the energetic/spiritual sphere, with a deep and transformative impact.

Even if you don't have experience, it is a possibility to initiate you to be a healing portal of the

profound feminine in the World.

 

Conceive, gestate, give birth and nurture can be lived from the soul, in awareness and respect.
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If your path is at the service of midwifery and you want to expand your tools by including the

energetic/spiritual sphere as a pillar in the processes around Birth.

If you are looking for a way to find answers to the challenges that arise during motherhood,

being able to access the inner world of your child, in order to accompany their growth in the

most respectful way possible and transcend the problems that constantly arise.

If you are a guardian of knowledge and you accompany women who are on the path of

reconnecting with the power of the sacred feminine and you want to give them the possibility

of living from the truth of their soul, to heal, empower themselves and align themselves with

their life mission.

If your heart beats and your intuition feels the call to learn to channel and assume the role of

Spirit Doula, to surrender to the mystery of embarking on this new path and be reborn in a

new version for you, the Woman who is at the service of life .

This initiation is for you 
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A new paradigm of life.

Soul channeling / self channeling.

Channeling Pregnant Women.

Channeling the spirit of the baby.

Channeling between Mother/Father and

unborn Children.

Channeling Matrix pipelines.

Channelings of Couples / relations (bonds)

Harmonization due to depressions in the

puerperium.

Vibrational Abortion Cure.

Spiritual vision of the arrival of the Souls

on Earth and the choice of parents.

Quantum psycho-emotional support tools.

Family Divine Plan - Father / Son-Daughter

/ Mother

Reading of past lives / vows of chastity.

Cure of gestational memories of pain.

Cure of Abuses / Violations

Energy nutrition / light irradiation.

Consciousness expansion and more…
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What are you going to learn?



I invite you to know this
medicine
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One of the most sublime gifts is to access the plane of a baby in gestation! I remember the

first time a baby soul appeared, it was unexpected, the baby was only 2 months pregnant in

her mother's womb and the session had a different focus. But we can't control a channeling

session, that baby wanted to communicate! and took the entire session to tell Mother what

she was going to do on The Earth, the baby wanted to be seen, heard and considered within

the family plans. Each soul chooses what they want to transmit, there are some that are very

detailed, others more reserved, our role is simply to be their voice, there is no manipulation of

their field, it is only to contemplate and receive what they want to pass through our channel.

We can even connect with the spirit of a baby that is waiting to incarnate in the

her mother's body!

 

Did you know that it is possible to communicate with the baby in the
womb?'

 
'
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You who accompany births, do you feel that your academic
knowledge fails to respond to the various situations that arise in a
birth? 
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In most cases, academic knowledge can solve the problems within a childbirth, but there is a

minority and it is important to include it, cases in which these scientific keys are not enough. If

you could learn a method that allows you to complement your knowledge, diversify your

perspective and address each case, from the possibility of connecting with the Woman & baby,

honoring their history, times, orientations of the spirit, energy needs and above all the divine

plan for walk in beauty on earth, would you?

There is a whole unconscious world that needs to be considered in a spiritual process

as it is the Birth, here you can remember the path to position yourself from that approach and

accompany the Mother in the transit of the life-death-life threshold.



Is there a deep call from your Soul to heal the wounds of your
Maternity? 
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Of the great ghosts that haunt us, we find the traces left by childbirth when we have gone

through the vibration of invasion, mistreatment, disempowerment, lack of respect, invisibility of

our needs, among others. It can take years to recover! Women who carry deep frustrations for

not giving birth vaginally. Women who reject their children. Women who are ashamed of not

breastfeeding their babies! How many wounds can we recognize in motherhood?

When we channel the Soul of the Woman we can understand the energetic origin of each lived

experience and make conscious the learning that it brings for her evolution. It is a deep cure! It's

called transcendence and it frees us from pain!



Do you recognize this phrase? "I've been trying to get pregnant for years."
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Millions of people are diagnosed with infertility. Several of the cases that I accompany refer to

past lives to find the origin, chastity contracts, memories of celibacy, sexual abuse, rape,

abortions, sexual exploitation, various may be the causes of the vibrations that emanate from

those experiences and they translate into a field that is not conducive to gestation. The

fragmentation of our Soul by traumatic events gives entrance to the vibration of death in our

womb. What we do is channel the origin of these problems and release the auric field to

reestablish a new frequency that is in resonance with gestation. We return the vibration of

fertility and fecundity to your body, soul and spirit, you recover the power of a Matrix that

pulses life! You manage to gestate and give birth to the children of this humanity! It's possible! it

is real! It needs your trust and dedication to heal the old hidden and forgotten wounds in your

unconscious.



YES, I RECOGNIZE MY SON FROM HIS ENERGY  
 



To Mother from the SOUL
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Each Being that arrives on Earth comes with specific energies that determine their path and

their personality, they are vibrations that allow them to recognize what is most appropriate for

them to develop their innate abilities!

I guide each Mother to observe her children from the eyes of the Soul, reminding them that they

have come to fulfill a purpose in the World. It is possible through channeling to access the

spiritual library and bring its energetic truths into awareness. Every time my son gets sick or is in

a crisis period, I enter his field to understand what he is going through and thus be able to care

for, watch over and respect his life as he deserves. All Mothers go through challenges that

sometimes generate Fear. I propose you to incorporate this method in your life to accept and

embrace your children without imposing your truths and expectations, allowing them to be what

they are by essence and collaborating in their growth by enhancing their light!

 



I want to share some of my truth
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The instruction of my Spiritual Teachers has led me to navigate a subtle world in which it is

possible to speak with the spirit of a baby in gestation, I can listen, know, feel what it is

wanting to communicate, I recognize its needs and I bring the messages from that plane to

the ears and heart of his Mother. I have witnessed deep cures in the wombs of women to

reconcile with their bodies after aborting and redefine the presence of those unborn children.

The birth of my son was the milestone that brought me absolute conviction of the need to

have a spiritual accompaniment in the preparation for childbirth, and a look from that subtle

dimension and establish the role of a doula that accompanies the transition of the spirit, it is

the truth that I reaffirm the most in this present, to return the sovereignty to the Woman

from listening and guiding her own inner wisdom to see the exercise of childbirth respected

from a comprehensive vision of all spheres.
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To conceive, gestate, give birth and nurture are spiritual processes that need to be covered

from the energy field. Many of the questions that cannot be resolved by Science are answered

from the plane of the Spirit, cases of women who have been diagnosed as infertile, have been

able to gestate without the intervention of allopathic medicine. On the other hand labors that

do not progress, are triggered after channeling the Soul of the Woman by making visible the

disharmonies of the emotional, mental, spiritual, ancestral plane. It is possible to act safely

and non-invasively with irradiation of light frequencies in cases of placenta previa, uterine

prolapse, etc., being able to take care of complex health situations in a vibrational way.

Depression processes in the puerperium are regulated after harmonizing and closing the body

energetically. I have seen magic happen when the Soul is given space to take its place in the

sacred spiral of life.

I invite you to walk this path and take these experiences as part of your truth as well!

I feel sincere gratitude to be able to sow these seeds in the hearts of women.



Channeling
Being a bridge between worlds



The art of channeling
Channeling is an expanded state of consciousness that can be translated as a paradigm of life,

it is a portal that allows the recognition of the various dimensions in which we are immersed

from a cosmic vision of the human being. As a vibratory activity, it is executed from the Pineal

Gland & Pituitary Gland when they enter into resonance and allow us to experience

communion with everything that exists.

The vibratory field of channeling occurs when the brain manifests a specific frequency, the so-

called Tetha waves, these generate a state that allows communication with the spiritual world

through our extrasensory gifts (clairvoyance, allknowing clarity, clairaudience, intuition,

telepathy) the communication with the spiritual world that is revealed and made visible so

that we can broaden the vision of what makes up our reality.
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Channel Woman 
Every Woman carries in her internal codes

the power to be a mediator between the

material and spiritual planes. Our temple

body is designed to house the Mysteries of

creation, it is enough to enter into

receptivity to listen to the breath of the

Soul. The seed of every Channel Woman is

latent, waiting for the moment to

germinate.

We are the channel of communication

between heaven and earth, our role as

Guardians of thresholds is part of the inherent

wisdom of the feminine aspect, it is our part to

assume the commitment to open paths to

inherit to the next generations a World that

honors all planes of existence. 
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We can all channel!
 

It is innate, organic and part of human nature.
No prior knowledge is required.

Only confidence in yourself and the will to be ready to collaborate in the great fabric of life.
 



What does a lifecycle channeler do?

A session occurs when the channeler enters a state of meditation and connects with the Soul

of the Woman and her baby in the womb (if she is gestating) from a place of deep listening,

she relates information that is found in the unconscious, in the body, in the memories of past

lives, in the inheritance of ancestral lineage, in the couple bond, in the family systemic field,

etc. They are vibrational truths that need to come to light to restore internal and external

order. We orientate from the guide of the inner wisdom of the person himself.
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She can channel processes related to pre-conception, gestation, preparation for childbirth

and the puerperium. We also accompany the growth of sons and daughters in each seven-

year period of life.



Invisble
World

Visible
World

D
O
U
L
A
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What is the place of the channeler / Spirit Doula?
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Every time we channel we are healing a part within us!

 
 Every time we channel another person we are

also receiving healing, in each session a mirror

is generated, something of my personal

evolution process is present, it is a circular field

that allows us to enter into resonance and

recognize the similar parts between people.

Serving others is serving the whole. When a

woman heals, her entire lineage receives it and

we can be a channel for those blessings to

manifest.
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WHAT DOES THE TRAINING INCLUDE?

ON-SITE PRACTICAL CLASSES / 30 hours.

RECORDED THEORETICAL CLASSES TO ALWAYS ACCESS THE
BASIC CONTENT / 4 hours.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL TO ACCOMPANY YOU IN YOUR
CHANNELING PRACTICES.

AUDIO OF GUIDED MEDITATIONS OF THE ENERGY TOOLS / 1
hour.

DIGITAL SUPPORT TO RESOLVE DOUBTS AND GUIDE IN SPECIFIC
CASES.


